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NOW POINTS 

Time is not a line, but a series of now-points. 

—  Taisen Deshimaru 

 

 

We draw  

imaginary lines from 

one burning stone  

to another, create 

a constellation, something 

we can almost touch 

something we can believe 

because 

 

if it can be held  

it can be held close 
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THE MOON 

I studied the moon one night, gave chase to its pale milky face 

polished at the insistence of my hands like 

  

headlights pushing their way across a single lane of highway I 

studied the moon the other night fixated on 

 

its breath I waited for a sign my voice spreading syllables apart a 

hymn to hold off daylight I studied the 

 

moon last night pulled the shades to block out stars that might 

keep you company silver pins peering  

 

through warp and weft calling it forth beyond the frosting clouds 

to pane of glass pins of light pressed  

 

into folds of fabric I studied the moon  

last night it reminded me of you. 
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A SONG THAT MOURNS  

A sequence breaks settles inside 

birds settle themselves side by side 

excuses her, leaves her alone 

sweet notes turn sour, then turn to stone   

our lover’s knot, loosened, untied.    

 

Thick regret and longing, her guide, 

she gathers their voices, they hide 

refusal of longing, her own; 

a sequence breaks. 

 

like violins mourning, collide 

the orchestra helps her decide 

sings over his grave, stars that moan 

sad songs that salvage skin and bone 

the long hours of the day divide    

 a sequence breaks. 
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DETAILS 

his eyes rub away details 

his hand bruises hair that is 

not hers 
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AFTER TREVOR  

You and I  

on the stairs outside  

his door waiting  

for them. 

 

The rain  

outside a constant reminder.  

 

You, beside me  

smirking into late night shadows.  

Me, beside you  

pressing his initials  

into my arm with a safety pin. 

 

When blood refuses I know  

I am not  

trying hard enough. 
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He walks her  

down the stairs, out the door, his arm  

around her neck; I race  

barefoot onto rain-soaked gravel.  

Chase them down. 

 

You stand  

at the end of the street, your hands  

pushed in damp jean pockets, rain dripping  

from your nose, sliding down  

your face, over  

wet teeth. 

 

The rain a constant  

reminder. 
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ENGLISH GARDEN 

I have a black and white photograph 

of my great-grandparents. 

Their daughter gave it to me.  

 

―He looks normal.‖ I say. He smiled  

for the picture. ―She looks  

tired,‖ the daughter responds, knowing 

the reasons.  

 

The woman in a petite, patterned dress sewn  

by hands too old for his eyes; remnants  

of vows tying hands to secrets. An English 

garden, the heart of her homeland. 

 

Rose and Mary, unmarried and un-married. 
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ANNOTATION 

She kissed his forearms kissed his thoughts breathed 

in hands rubbed palm against muscle brushed past 

her intention to kiss him goodbye. 
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GYPSY STORIES 

My grandfather says  

gypsies, but his accent  

is thick and I hear gymnasts and  

so, I imagine  

Nadia Comaneci.  

 

Later, I think  

of the flawless gymnast 

judged with numbers equalling  

perfection and gypsy ancestors from whom  

I inherited a series of curves. 

 

I think of a prized, picture perfect body 

while mine is running amuck. 
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ROSEMARY’S GARDEN 

She looked to Hera for answers 

but the goddess was busy tending 

to the marital bliss of others. 

 

Rose, not Mary pushes past  

sympathetic spices – cinnamon, ginger,  

cardamom – the memory of tender and delicate 

powder held soft in her hand. 

 

She reaches  

for a jar of rosemary. Rosemary 

all nettles, inflexible, thorny. 

 

Outside, a Purple Finch  

his perching feet 

hold tight a rose bush bundled in  

its winter coat; burlap beneath  

a warbling song. 

 

He, too,  

is on the lookout. 
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Rose bends  

forward. The bird is not purple  

at all, but dipped  

in raspberry. His notes, rich  

in regret, shake 

the hinged wooden frames above 

Mary’s garden. Birdsong,  

a ballad of no means 

makes its way to the room 

above her mother’s kitchen. 

 

Rose, in place of Mary. 
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LAW AND ORDER 

If my mother’s stories were written  

on paper I would  

tear the pages to little bits, march the pieces  

into straight lines, row upon row 

of tiny tombstones, 

obituaries coupled from a family 

of broken sentences. 

 

Graveyards  

are filled with women who  

died too young. 

 

I consider my mother’s re-mark 

wonder if 

she is thinking of 

her own daughter’s headstone. 

 

Your grandmother coughed  

and her uterus fell out. 

 

My mother told me such stories.  She said 
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if too many cooks spoil the broth, 

then too many children spoil a marriage. 

 

Such fanciful tales were meant  

to bring law and order, 

to calm a maelstrom of chaos.  

 

Voices held   

over a check-point for 

father’s footsteps 

a point of no return 

 

I don’t even know if my father knew. 
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HARD TO HOLD 

I search for yesterdays and tomorrows 

because today is too hard to hold  
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BRUSHING BACK HISTORY 

Flowers take root anywhere, even in concrete. 

Forgiven by the sun for their uselessness. 

 

Her fingers unwind a mess 

of creeping stalk and twine. She rolls it 

 

tightly around her wrist, a slender trail 

of shadows and sunlight. 

 

She brushes back history, forgives 

its uselessness. 
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QUARRY MEN 

Born of hammers and chisels 

quarry men spend darkened days  

in the brown earth, chipping away  

bedrock. Light trickling through  

cracks in the stone 

walls. They fill the land  

with their blood, marry  

the next woman in line. 

 

Somewhere it all goes wrong, 

a daughter dresses for love.  

 

Hymns of conscription march  

over the horizon. The wind scatters  

villagers to ports, quarry men to 

a maiden voyage stained by bodies. 

 

Her new husband falls ill, sells his ticket. 

 

He travels alone. She stands 
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seven children for seven days 

in frocks and bonnets, sharing 

binoculars with strangers, always on 

the lookout for icebergs.  

 

From grassy open country,  

from sediment and silt 

 

to the dull greyish olive of a willow flycatcher 

and the striking crest of a blue jay. 

 

A stonemason, like those before  

him, forgives his history, builds  

a railway, marries  

seven daughters to seven farmers, and 

spends his days dreaming of light trickling 

through cracks in the wall. 
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REACHING BACK 

A son reaches  

back, reads a story about 

a section hand who stood  

on a podium for what he believed  

while the crowd slapped the thick 

air, slavered and spit at 

his foresight. 

 

The father retold his story: He  

stuck to his guns, rolled with the punches, 

remained steadfast knowing the love 

of a good woman, a strong  

work ethic, a country’s early morning promise. 

 

His railway son  

knows it is switches that keep 

tracks in gauge, fences that keep 

farm stock from straying. His son  

knows a section foreman always 

stays with his men. 
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DISTANT VOICES  

she crawls 

asleep with the music 

of distant voices  

 

in her dreams, her hand holds 

the trunk of a tree 

leans against bark to slow 

branches that pull away 

branches that climb over 

one another reaching for light 

 

asleep in the music of flesh 

deep in its collarbone 

 

voices carry an invitation 

 

a choir of raindrops sliding 

the length of a window pane 
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JUSTINA, JUSTENA 

She drops to her knees, carrots and beets pulled from the garden 

moments earlier spill from her arms, cheek against soil, next to 

the memory of home. 

 

 

 

The neighbourhood measures his song, listens to how he buried 

her in a place reserved for a loving wife. When he welcomes the 

youngest daughter next door, women cover their eyes with fanned 

fingers, husbands nod in approval. 

 

Soft hands carry warm casseroles between back porches, puts a 

spit-shine on his Sunday suit and a mahogany dining table. 

 

Beneath rooftop shadows, she carts off pieces of his life from the 

old country, slips them into her mother’s home for safekeeping. 

Where the rest comfortably for some time. 

 

Soon, a mother-in-law arrives, suitcases in hand. She clears the 

way for a new fashion of keeping house and ushers his daughters 

to tight-fisted husbands who shine vermouth. 
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Justina (―Stella‖) wanders through wet grass and muddy fields 

foraging the land of her birth.  

 

She falls asleep with her lips pressed against the memory of her 

children’s names. In the darkness, her fingers trace their bodies. In 

the darkness, her fingers twist a green nightgown into rope. In  

the darkness, she tosses a rope out the window, climbs home. 
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NOT KNOWING 

I don’t want to marry you 

he said 

I just want a dance. 
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BLOODLINES 

In Northwestern Ontario towns in the 1940s 

school administrators  

preferred phonetics to history 

 

I would have preferred that they kept 

the sky from their homeland 
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SVOBODA (LIBERTY) 

Born of the soil 

bred to work from daylight to dark 

and to never expect  

anything more 

 

Loaded into boxcars heading east 

to improve their lot, packed with livestock 

they travelled on dirty floors of hay covered 

where animals slept, ate and shat 

 

farmers of heavy stock, invited 

to liberty 

their stupid courage stepped off 

railway cars filled with promise 

 

to sidewalks steeped  

in the memory of Stalin’s labour camps 

clerics campaigned to keep dirty 

immigrants in their place, cheered 

 

by newspapermen 

government officials agreed: 

the stalwart peasant in sheepskin coat,  

born on the soil, with a stout wife 
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and a half-dozen children, makes  

a first-class scapegoat 

family albums parsed by the passage 

of time, darkened squares where  

 

black corners once pressed history into place 

 

dialect of misery drawn from its hanging 

garden of vowels  

 

born 

of the soil and bred to work 

from daylight to dark 
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FALLING 

Ancestry marks my body 

etches history across 

 my skin  

 it is 

  always 

 at odds 

with the blood that runs  

beneath 

 

I search for new language  

to set upon my tongue 
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IT IS 1964 

 I watch my grandmother 

slip away 

     the train pulls  

from the platform, rattling  

        towards its destination 

 

My grandmother holds steady 

   a hand kerchief to her 

mouth 

                a suitcase 

at her feet 

 

the darkness, the tunnel 

 swallows the suitcase 

and her 

 

I am six years old 

 and busy  

rehearsing goodbyes 
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SIX MONTHS IN 1989 

I press  

the snooze button 

once, twice, shower 

then dress and 

eat breakfast: toast & peanut butter,  

orange juice. 

 

On my GO train commute, I read  

the morning paper, or  

a book; sometimes I nap. At Union Station I 

transfer to the Red Rocket and rattle past 

four subway stops to Wellesley station. Outside,  

I step over a sidewalk scribble, etched when  

the concrete was wet. It reminds me:  

Cities should be cold. 

 

Every day, I plod up the walkway between buildings 

and through one parkette into 

another, pass urbanites strolling 

their tiny dogs dressed 

in outrageous outfits. Once I passed a man 

wearing a mucky housecoat. 
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When I arrive at a parking lot that will become 

a park named for Norman Jewison, I slip 

through the black metal gate and walk up three steps 

to my day job. 

 

At 3:15 p.m. I will do this all in reverse. 

Not backwards,  

in reverse order. 

 

Once inside the office, as mushroom grey 

walls bear witness, I print cheques for our clients. 

Sometimes this makes them happy, sometimes 

it does not. Sometimes my boss is in a good mood 

sometimes he is not. 

 

Today an actor called. I don’t usually 

answer the phone, but there  

he was, apologizing for having to cancel 

his appointment on short notice. Within 

the hour, he was scheduled  

to perform two, contrasting monologues, so that 

the agents could experience the weight of 

his talent. He was upset, but I said it was okay, 

he could reschedule. He said  

No. No. He started to cry. 
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I said it wasn’t worth getting so upset about. He said  

he did not know  

if he could go on then burst  

into sobs, right there on the telephone. Silence 

our only company. He told me 

he had just returned from New York. 

 

Yesterday, he said, my doctor 

told me . . . I have AIDS. 

 

This was 1989.  
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A DEAD STAR 

A dead star collapses into 

a black hole 

the size of a marble 

 

a black, strapless dress 

hints at  

black ink pressed upon 

the small of her back 

where his hand last slept 

 

I’ve become too sad 

she says, her voice  

spread sideways, I remind  

myself of you 

 

 

 

 



 



 

Notes 

 
―Svoboda‖ was inspired by John Boyko’s telling of the history and 

mistreatment of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada in his text book Last 

Steps to Freedom: The Evolution of Canadian Racism. 

 
The first stanza of ―A Dead Star‖ is a quotation from Steven Pinker’s 

The Language Instinct. 
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